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Abstract 

A proton therapy facility is proposed at the Supercon- 
ducting Super Collider (SSC). The facility will use prot,on 
beam from SSC Linac. The SSC Linac can provide the dis- 
crete intermediate energies of 70, 110, 157, 210, 268, and 
329 MeV by drifting the beam in the high-energy end of 
the Linac, which is not exited with rf power. 250 MeV 
is expected to be the maximum energy needed for ther- 
apy. This paper summarizes beam dynamics studies for 
different energies. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The linear accelerator (LINAC) [l] is the first injector in 
the chain of four injectors for the Superconducting Super 
Collider (SSC). The SSC L’ mat will provide up to 600 MeV 
beams. The main beam parameters out of the SSC Linac 
are listed in Table 1. The availability of H- beams of suit,- 
able energy and current, at the end of Linac offers an at- 
tractive opportunity for a medical facility for proton ther- 
apy. At the request of Southwestern Medical Center, Par- 
ticle Accelerator Corporation (PAC) in collaboration with 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) and Aguirre Asso- 
ciation Inc. has done tradeoff studies of several options, 
all of which would parasitically use the H- beams acceler- 
ated by the SSC Linac [2]: [3]. They have recommended to 
treat patients with the Linac beam directly after passing 
through a series of devices to reduce its intensity appro- 
priately. This approach provides a. treatment time of less 
than two minutes and a dose controllability of a factor of 
ten below the desired dose uniformity. The dose control 
requires a system time response of only 0.1 second, which 
is easily achievable. 

II. BEAM FORMATIOK AND TKANSPORT SYSTEMS 

As shown in Table 1, the Linac operat.es in the so called 
‘collider fill’ mode and ‘test beam’ mode. The most de- 
manding mode from injector point. of view is ‘test beam’ 
mode. The scenario for ‘test beam’ mode to use the 
Linac beam for medical use is as follows. The LEB cy- 
cle time is 0.1 seconds and each LEB ‘batch’ is injected 
into the Medium Energy Booster (MEB). The MEB takes 
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Collider Fill Mode 
Current 21 mA 
Pulse length 9.6 psec 
Prot,on per Macropulse 1.26 x 10” 
Trans. Emittance (n,rms) ~0.3 Tmm mrad 
Rep. Rate 10 Hz 

Test Beam Mode 
Current 21 mA 
Pulse length 48 psec 
Proton per Macropulse 6.30 x 10” 
Trans. Emittance (n,rms) SO.3 x mm mrad 
Rep. Rate 10 Hz 

Table 1: The SSC Linac Beam Parameters 

1 MEB Cycle=8.7 set 

1,EB 
lnleclion Available for Medical Beam 

LEB 
Injection 

Figure 1: Linac Pulse Structure 

six batches from the LEB and accelerates the total injected 
beam to full energy (199100 Me\‘) in a period of 8.7 sec- 
onds. During this MEB acceleration process. the Linac 
and LEB are in a standby mode and available for medical 
use. If the MEB accelerated beam is used to inject into 
the High Energy Booster (HEB), which has a cycle time 
of 516 seconds, the availability of the linac beam for the 
medical application is grater. Thus in the test beam mode, 
the Linac as available for 8.2 seconds out of every 8.7 sec- 
onds, give or take a possible pulse on each end of the 8.2 
set that might be used in ramping quadrupole magnets fol 
their medical values. The therapy beam can be interleaved 
with LEB injection pulses. Th‘e pulse availability in time 

89ER4046G is shown schematically in fig 1. 
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Figure 2: SSC Linac Block Diagram 

A schematic layout for the SSC Linac is shown is fig- 
ure 2. The Drift Tube Linac (DTL) will accelerate the 
beam up to 70 MeV. The Coupled (side) Cavity Linac will 
take this beam and accelerat,e up to 600 MeV. The CCL 
has 9 modules powered by 9 Iiystrons. By delaying the 
rf power into the CCL modules, the energies available for 
medical use are shown in Table 2. CCLDYN [4] sirnula- 
tions have shown that, it is possible to drift. a lower energy 
beam through higher-energy modules in the CCL, which 
are not exited with rf power during the passage of the 
beam. The beam cavity interaction for an unexcited mod- 
ule is not important because beam has a time structure 
of 428 MHz and the CCL cavity resonance frequency is 
1263, the third harmonic of the beam. Moreover the field 
in the cavity which is excited by the beam will have the 
a random phase with respect to the beam, therefore on 
the average the beam will not be affected when it. passes 
though the RF unexcited cavities. However. it is necessa.ry 
to lower the excitation of quadrupoles for the lower energy 
beam if the beam is to remain well-enough focused to pass 
through t.he small beam apertures of the modules wit.hout 
loss. The quarupole gradients for the discrete int.ermedi- 
ate energies are shown in Table 2. Figure 3 shows the 70 
Me\’ bea.m profiles for energy sprea.d, phase sprea.d and 
beam size, through t,he CCL. The quadrupole gradient re- 
quired is down to 10.0 T/m whereas for norma. operation 
quadrupole strength is 31 T/m Figure 4 shows energy 
spread, phase spread and beam size for 2.X Me\’ through 
the CCL. The quadrupole gradient needed for this is 31 
T/m for modules 1 through 4 and 20 T/m for modules 5 
through 9. 

The quadrulpole magnets are made of lamiuat~ed steel so 
that they can be rapidly pulsed (0.1 set) t,o lowei, values t,o 
accommodate lower-energy Ibeams. The maximum energy 
needed for therapy is 250 MeV. 

The beam for therapy will be diverted to the protjon 
therapy facility in the Linac-LEB transfer line bet.weeu the 
Ql. Q2 doublet and the Q3, Q4 doublet wit,h help of a three 
magnet bump. The schematic layout of these magnet.s is 

Figure 3: 70 MeV Beam size, phase and energy profiles as be- 
traverses the CCL 

Table 2: Available beam energy for proton therapy. 

Energy RF Excited RF Unexcited 
MeV Module No G (T/m) Module No G (T/m) 
70 - 1-9 10.0 
110 1 31.0 2-9 12.0 
157 1-2 31.0 3-9 14.4 
210 l-3 31.0 4-9 16.8 
267 l-4 31.0 5-9 19.2 
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Figure 4: 250 MeV Beam size, phase and energy profiles as beam 
traverses the CCL 
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Figure 5: Schematic Layout of Bump Magnets 

shown in figure 4. 
The bump magnet BDl bends the H- beam 5.59 deg 

away from the Linac axis to provide enough transverse 
space for the second bump magnet BD2 and longitudinal 
space for a device to neutralize a small portion of beam. 
A cw laser LS installed as shown before the second bump 
magnet is sufficient to neutralize a small fraction of the H- 
beam. It is also fail-safe. The second bump magnet bends 
the H- beam back toward the Linac axis (thus BD2 has 
twice the bend angle of other bump magnet) while the Ho 
beam passes through the magnet undeflected. Third bump 
magnet BD3 bends the H- back onto the Linac axis. A 
stripping foil is placed in the Ho beam beyond the second 
bump magnet to provide an H+ beam. 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

The SSC linac can provide the required energy and 
more than adequate intensity for the proton therapy. The 
only change which has been made in the Lina.c design 
to accomodate the proton therapy beam is the laminated 
quadrupole magnet. 

We would like to thank to Jun Wu for his help in making 
the figures, and Frank GUJ~ for reading the manscript. 
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